
 

DC - Unlocker 2
Client 1.00.0890

((BETTER))
this is the complete feature list for version 1.00.0890: network unlock - automatic unlock of bitlocker-

enabled volumes on reboot or resume from hibernation when the system is connected to the
protected volume. basic tpm - strong hardware encryption for microsoft windows systems that use

tpm and bitlocker to encrypt the operating system volume. enhanced tpm - strong hardware
encryption for microsoft windows systems that use tpm and bitlocker to encrypt the operating
system volume, with the added security of the pin. this version of unlocker also supports the
secondary pin of tpm-based volumes if they use an unlockable pin. pin tailoring - support for

specifying alternate pin, tpm owner identity (used for 'enhanced' tpm), and tpm interface selection
(used for 'enhanced' tpm). protected pxe network unlock - provision network unlock via a pxe

network boot environment. protected ics network unlock - provision network unlock via ics. protected
tpm network unlock - provision network unlock via a secure boot-aware tpm. physically unattached

physical device - supports generating a digital signature for an unattached usb physical device,
without the need for a volume or formatted media. on non-windows systems the dc unlocker 2 client

can be installed by running the unlockerinstaller.exe command. in the uninstaller a reboot is
required. if the uninstaller doesn't work, try running the command manually (also requires a reboot):

unlockerinstaller.exe /q dc - unlocker 2 client 1.00.0890 installing the dc unlocker 2 client will
automatically start the component registry keys to store the smartcardmgr server and smartcardmgr

client.
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i found this on a forum
regarding the lack of a

dhcp client on the latest
version of juniper vpn
client. the suggestion

was to use a proxy, which
is something i was

already using (on my
windows laptop) to

connect to the internet
via http. so what i did
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was to use the inbuilt
linux mechanism to use a
proxy on the juniper vpn
client for the dhcp and
(as needed) network
unlock. the process is

simple, you just need to
add a proxy in the juniper

client's settings, then
configure the client to
use it. if you have a

juniper client setup to
use a specific ip address
as the endpoint you can
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use the inbuilt
mechanism to specify the
ip address of your linux

laptop as the endpoint. if
you are using the juniper
client to connect to a vpn
endpoint, you can set it
to use the proxy in the

juniper client for the http
and there are also

protocols like socks (to
specify a different ip

address), and the client
will use those instead of
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the inbuilt mechanism. so
in my case i configured
the juniper client to use

the linux laptop's ip
address as the end point

for the dhcp and the
network unlock. the

process is quite simple. i
have my linux laptop

(running kali linux on my
desktop) with a proxy set
up to use the connection
on a specific ip address
(the kali ip address) to
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the lan port of my juniper
client for the dhcp and

network unlock. the client
sends out dhcp request,
the server responds with
the dhcp reply, the client
decrypts the dhcp reply
with its network unlock

certificate and delivers it
to the operating system,

the operating system
decrypts it using its own

certificate, and the
decrypted data is
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delivered to the
operating system.
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